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A mare lounges by a pine 

plank fence. Bored, she nuzzles 

the top board then grasps a 

mouthful of wood, CRUNCH! 

Splinters dribble from her mouth 

while she thoughtfully chews. Is 

this horse cribbing? 

 Many horse owners might 

say so, but she’s simply chewing 

wood. If she were cribbing, she would hook her teeth on the plank, flex her neck, 

relax her jaw and throat, and then jerk her head down and back, allowing air to 

rush into her pharynx and upper esophagus. She’d emit a distinctive grunt.  

 Cribbing is what behaviorists call a stereotypy. Other equine stereotypies 

include weaving, head bobbing, pawing, wall kicking, circling, tongue lolling, and 

flank biting. The horse world calls them stall vices. They are stylized sequences a 

horse repeats dozens, hundreds, sometimes thousands of times a day. Until 

recently, they were greatly misunderstood. 

 Studies conducted in Sweden, Italy, the United Kingdom, Australia, and 

the United States have given scientists more insight into these baffling behaviors. 

The results of the studies are remarkably similar. 

 Scientists now believe cribbing is the most common of stereotypical 

behaviors. In an Australian study of 3009 Thoroughbreds, 5.7% of stabled horses 

cribbed, as did 3.6% of their pastured mates. An English study followed 218 



Thoroughbred foals over a 4 year period; 10.5% cribbed, beginning at a 

remarkable 20 week median age!  

 Other findings: Equines of all breeds, ages and sizes crib. Light horses are 

most likely to indulge, ponies, drafters, donkeys, and mules more rarely. Stallions 

are more likely to crib than mares. So are curious, intelligent, high energy horses, 

but lower ranking, insecure members of a group’s social hierarchy often crib too 

 A genetic factor seems involved. Although horses of all breeds crib, 

certain bloodlines produce more cribbers than others.  

 What else makes a horse crib? Boredom, frustration, isolation, and diet 

are all strongly implicated.  

 Horses are social creatures. A wild horse grazes up to 16 hours a day, 

always in the company of friends. Unless he’s sleeping or dozing, he’s on the go, 

nibbling grass. His stomach is rarely empty.  

 Today’s horse typically spends much of his life in barns where high walls 

isolate him from his neighbors. Twice a day he’s issued a huge grain meal and a 

modest portion of hay. Because he’s hungry, he devours it quickly; much of the 

time his tummy is empty. He’s unhappy, bored and thoroughly frustrated. He 

needs something to do, so he gnaws on his stall. By chance he discovers 

sucking air into his throat makes him feel...better. This horse has learned to crib. 

 Some though not all researchers believe when a horse engages in 

stereotypical behaviors such as cribbing, his body produces endorphins that 

relieve stress and make him feel good. He’s powerfully rewarded for his behavior 

and he soon becomes addicted. Whatever is at work, all agree that confirmed 

cribbers are rarely reformed.  

 As a preventative, cribbers are often fitted with cribbing collars--straps 

snugged tightly behind a horse’s ears to prevent throat expansion. But dedicated 

cribbers may still crib while wearing a collar. Muzzles are sometimes used.   



 Surgery is another deterrent. Since the 1920s, veterinary surgeons have 

performed Forssell’s Procedure, removing muscles and nerves from a cribber’s 

neck. Until recently, the operation was disfiguring and often didn’t work. Lasers 

have changed all that. At the 2001 American Association of Equine Practitioner’s 

convention, Dr. Daniel J. Burba, associate professor of surgery at Louisiana 

State University’s school of veterinary medicine, described laser surgeries 

performed on 14 Thoroughbred and Quarter Horse cribbers. His conclusion: 

“None of the horses demonstrated cribbing behavior after surgery. All horses 

returned to previous function”. And laser surgery is more cosmetically correct.  

 However, many equine behaviorists frown on interventions of any sort, 

believing that unless a cribber’s basic problems are addressed, deterring a 

cribber only leads to a different expression such as weaving, circling or head 

slinging. And because ingrained cribbing is so difficult to treat, they stress 

prevention rather than cure, claiming that when raised in a horse-friendly holistic 

manner, even genetically predisposed youngsters rarely crib.  

• Horses require social contact, especially during stressful episodes such as 

weaning or when being introduced to new experiences and surroundings. 

So wean foals in groups, build stalls so horses can touch noses with 

compatible neighbors and view activity taking place around them, provide 

a companion for the isolated stallion, spend time bonding with your brand 

new horse. 

• If they must be stabled, give horses something to do. Daily ridden 

exercise, longing or turnouts are a must. Between outings, provide toys 

and other diversions. A companion--a dog, cat or friendly goat or better, 

two--helps a lot.  

• Feed high forage, low concentrate rations in a manner closely mimicking a 

horse’s natural diet. Researchers recommend long-stem grass hay fed at 



about 1.5% of a horse’s body weight, broken down into at least 3 feedings 

a day (using slow-feed hay nets works best), with little or no grain added, 

even to youngsters. Another finding of the English study cited earlier: 

weanlings fed high concentrate diets are four times more likely to crib than 

those who aren’t. High concentrate diets and empty bellies can boost 

gastric and hindgut acidity to harmful levels. Ulcers follow. Cribbers and 

wood chewers secrete more saliva than other horses. Saliva is a natural 

acidic buffer. Are they telling us something? It would seem so. 

• Horses need time to wander, relax, and behave like horses. Pastured 

youngsters rarely learn to crib. Turn your horses out to graze. They’d be 

glad you did.    

 And that wood-munching mare we discussed earlier--is wood chewing a 

stereotypy too? Sometimes yes, often no. Wood chewing, also called lignophagia 

(from the Latin lignum, meaning "wood", and the Greek phago, meaning "to eat") 

can be triggered by the same feeding and management practices that spawn 

cribbers; in fact many wood chewers learn to crib. But wood chewers might also 

be teething or need dental work, they could be salt or mineral deficient, and 

some horses just plain like to eat wood. 

 Science tells us wood chewing escalates during wet, cold, stressful 

weather and during late winter and early spring. Horses prefer soft woods 

including plywood and particleboard and the bark of many trees. Dedicated wood 

chewers destroy stalls, devour fences, girdle and kill trees, and generally drive 

their caretakers bananas. They sometimes swallow splinters, nails and staples or 

gnaw bark from poisonous trees. And according to a study published in 1999, 

11.78% of adult horses chew wood. That’s scary! 

 What to do?  



• Watch your horse while he chews wood. Does he close his eyes and 

blissfully smile, drifting off to his own little world? Does he indulge at set 

times, under certain circumstances, in much the same manner each time? 

Then he’s likely a stereotypical wood chewer and could easily progress to 

cribbing. Change your management practices accordingly--and soon! 

• Rule out physical causes. Call in your vet, have his teeth evaluated, install 

a loose salt and mineral feeder where he can nibble whenever he pleases 

or try adding probiotics or antacid supplement to his diet. 

• Tub minerals and salt blocks give horses something constructive to focus 

on and chew. 

• Eliminate or protect favorite chewing spots. Cap surfaces with metal 

stripping or string hot wire over them. Wrap uprights and trees with 

chicken wire. 

• Paint exposed wood with commercial or homemade no-chew products. 

Petroleum jelly, cooking oil, and mild dishwashing soap liberally laced with 

high-octane cayenne pepper works well, won’t injure your horse and is 

environmentally sound. Some horse owners swear by smearing surfaces 

with Irish Spring soap. Why Irish Spring? I don't know! 

• Lure incurable wood eaters away from staple- and nail-laden wooden 

fences and buildings by dragging softwood saplings into their pastures 

and turnout areas. Aspen, other poplars, willows, and birch are delectable 

choices. Make certain you know your trees: the wilted leaves of red maple 

as well as the leaves of all members of the cherry family, peach, plum, 

black walnut, black locust, and all parts of the yew are toxic or poisonous 

to horses. 

• Build to discourage wood chewing. Choose pipe or wire instead of wooden 

rail or plank fences. Avoid soft woods such as pine or poplar. Use oak and 



other hardwoods instead. Design buildings and enclosures so that horses 

have minimal access to wooden structures.  Remove the opportunity to 

chew. 

• In worst-case scenarios, prevent wood chewing with a well-fitted grazing 

muzzle - but try to eliminate his reasons for chewing before you do. 

 

 While cribbing and wood chewing are distinctly different behaviors, both 

can be prevented or greatly alleviated. We may have to reevaluate how we keep 

our horses but it’s worth doing what we must. That’s what responsible horse 

ownership is about.  

 

Did You Know... 

 

• Cribbers don’t swallow air. According to a 1995 paper describing 

endoscopic and fluoroscopic real-time x-ray studies conducted at 

England’s University of Bristol, a cribber’s guttural belch is caused by air 

rushing into his pharynx and upper esophagus. However, most is expelled 

again via the mouth. Only a tiny portion reaches his stomach. 

 

• For decades, horsekeepers believed the air cribbers swallowed made 

them more prone to colic. Though that’s been disproved, dedicated 

cribbers sometimes crib to the exclusion of all other activities including 

eating, so many are difficult keepers. Long-term cribbers can wear their 

teeth down to nubs. 

 

• Some horses are occasional cribbers, cribbing only under special 

circumstances or in specific locations. 



 

• Windsuckers crib without grasping an object with their teeth. They simply 

arch their necks, and then follow the usual cribbing sequence.  

 

• New research suggests that unless a horse is genetically predisposed, 

he’ll rarely learn to crib by mimicking other horses.  

 

• Some horse insurance providers refuse coverage to known cribbers, many 

boarding establishments exclude them, and bloodstock sales demand 

disclosure of this vice. 

 

• Cribbing is common in the racing industry. An English study found nearly 

60% of British training yards use cribbing straps. Many top flight race 

horses have been cribbers, among them the famous John Henry. 

 

• Stereotypical behaviors are alarmingly common. In her paper, 

“Stereotypies and Their Relation to Management” (1999) Dr. C. J. Nicol 

tallied the results of 6 recent studies, reporting 4.13% of studied horses 

cribbed, 3.35% were weavers and 2.20% circle in their stalls. An 

estimated 15% of all horse engaged in some sort of stereotypical 

behavior.  

 
 
 
Visit my Economical Horsekeeping blog to read and download more how-to items 

like this one. 

 

http://www.economicalhorsekeeping.com/

